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Three New Appointments Enrich the Physics Department
These appointments strengthen three separate important research areas in the Department –gravitational wave detection and analysis, experimental condensed matter physics, and theoretical cosmology. Note that two of these have an interest in the quantum-macroscopic interface.

Stefan Ballmer
PhD 2006 MIT
Stefan Ballmer is
notable
as
a
recognized leader of
both
instrument
development and data
analysis for LIGO. As
a graduate student, he
led the commissioning of the LIGO
interferometers in the period that saw a
reduction of their noise by a factor of 1000,
allowing them to reach their design
performance and carry out the promised
collection of a year’s worth of coincident
data. His PhD thesis work also included the
development of a data analysis code to
resolve a stochastic background in
gravitational waves into a map of hot and
cold spots on the sky. He plans to continue
to work with the LIGO project, building a
group with involvement in detector R&D
and commissioning as well as data analysis.
Initially his focus will be on supporting the
construction and commissioning of
AdvLIGO, as an early success of AdvLIGO
is of fundamental importance to the still
young field of Gravitational Wave
Astronomy. Currently, as Robert A. Millikan
Postdoctoral Prize Fellow at Caltech, he is a
recognized leader of both instrument
development and data analysis for LIGO –
the latter as a co-chair of the LIGO/VIRGO
Stochastic Working Group and as a member
of the LIGO Scientific Committee (LSC)
Analysis Committee.

Matt LaHaye
PhD 2005
University of
Maryland
For his doctoral
dissertation, Matt
LaHaye focused on
the development of a
novel nanomechanical displacement
detector that was based upon the radiofrequency single-electron-transistor
(RFSET), and demonstrated continuous
position measurements with sensitivity
approaching the limits set by the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle. In
subsequent work, he was involved
integrally in experiments that probed the
measurement back-action resulting from
the quantum noise of the RFSET detector,
and ultimately utilized the back-action
noise as a mechanism for nanomechanical
cooling. As a postdoctoral scholar at
Caltech, he continued to study
nanomechanics at the quantum limit,
performing the first-ever measurements of
a nanomechanical resonator coupled to a
superconducting qubit, a result that lays
the groundwork for a new field of study
that in many ways is the mechanical
analog of cavity QED. Motivated by the
prospects of studying foundational issues
of quantum mechanics such as
measurement and decoherence, Matt’s
current primary research interests are in
the development of techniques to prepare,
measure and control quantum states of
nanoelectromechanical systems.

Scott Watson
PhD 2005
Brown
University
After completing his
doctoral work, Scott
Watson spent two
years as a postdoc at
the University of Toronto and then as an
Assistant Professor at the University of
Michigan.
Scott’s research lies at the
interface between particle physics and
cosmology, with an emphasis on physics
beyond the standard model. As the primordial
universe expanded and cooled it passed
through a number of transient phases. The
behavior of the particles and fields during
these transitions resulted in signatures, which
allow us to probe the underlying particle
theory experimentally. For energies near and
below the scale of electroweak symmetry
breaking, these cosmological signatures can
be combined with particle collider
experiments, such as the upcoming Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) experiment at CERN.
Together they can be used to constrain both
cosmological model building and
fundamental particle theory. At very high
energies, important transitions such as
cosmological inflation can give rise to
signatures revealing the nature of the earliest
moments of the nascent universe. One
primary focus of Scott’s research has been in
establishing a connection between
observations today (such as temperature
variations in the cosmic microwave
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In the longer term Stefan is interested in using the technology developed for LIGO to explore Gravity and Quantum Mechanics
on macroscopic laboratory distance scales. LIGO style laser interferometers will reach a sensitivity that allows access to predictions of these two seemingly incompatible foundations of modern Physics. Already, he has examined the feasibility of measuring the Shapiro time delay with an AdvLIGO type interferometer. While such a measurement is still at the edge of feasibility, it
would constrain the spatial part of the space-time metric on laboratory distance scales, something that is currently not accessible
by short range measurements of gravity.
At Syracuse, Matt will assemble a research team to push the experimental development of quantum nanoelectromechanical systems (quantum NEMS). A nascent field, quantum NEMS spans a broad range of disciplines, and presents unique opportunities
for fundamental research at the frontiers of nanotechnology and quantum measurement. Students involved in these projects will
have the opportunity to become experts in nanolithography, sensitive measurement, cryogenics, and superconducting qubit technology. There will also be substantial opportunity for collaboration with members of the NEMS and quantum measurement communities. These efforts could ultimately lead to the development of ultrasensitive nanomechanical force sensors, or even shed
light on fundamental issues of quantum mechanics, including the ‘quantum-classical divide’. Nonlinear nanomechanical resonators also provide a route toward studying mechanical systems at the quantum limit. So Matt will have several ways of studying
delicate issues of quantum theory.
background) with the behavior of particles and fields in the very early universe. In this way, it may be possible with upcoming
experiments to probe and test our ideas about quantum theories of gravity -- such as string theory.
Conundrums such as baryon asymmetry, the strong CP problem, neutrino masses, and more conceptual issues, such as
naturalness and hierarchies, continue to suggest particle physics beyond the standard model. The current observational status of
our universe is that it is comprised of nearly three quarters dark energy driving a period of cosmic acceleration, and the
remaining quarter primarily cold dark matter (CDM) – elusive particles which are most likely linked to the scale of new
physics. Scott’s research is also focused on exploring and addressing these outstanding issues, by utilizing the intimate connection between
cosmology and particle physics.
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SU at LHC—Steve Blusk
The experimental particle physics group (Profs.
Artuso, Blusk, Skwarnicki, and Stone, Research
Profs Wang & Mountain) continues to pursue
some of the deepest mysteries of the Universe:
why is the Universe matter dominated, with almost no antimatter; what determines the fundamental constants. These are compelling reasons
to believe that there must be a deeper theory referred to as ‘New Physics.’ This deeper theory should result in additional yet-to-be discovered heavy particles, and their presence should
be measureable in specific decays of charm and bottom quarks.
To this end, our group has long been involved with the CLEO-c experiment at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring and is at the beginning
of the LHCb experiment at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider. The LHC
will collide protons of energies up to 7 trillion electron-volts head-on
with protons of equal energy in the opposite direction. To put this in
perspective, each proton packs a kinetic energy equal to about 7500
times its rest mass energy, which is seven times larger than the current
most energetic collider, the Tevatron. After an almost one year delay,
the LHC is nearly ready to provide the colliding beams. With our use
of LHCb data, we are entering a very exciting time in the search for
New Physics in the decays of particles containing bottom and charm
quarks. Stay tuned!
Our group also hosted the conference “Flavor Physics and CP Violation” from May 27 – June 1, 2009, in Lake Placid, NY. The conference brought together about 80 physicists from around the world to
discuss recent theoretical and experimental developments in decays of
particles containing charm, bottom and strange quarks as well as neutrinos, and their role as a probe of the Standard Model and New Physics. More information about our group’s activities can be found at
http://physics.syr.edu/hep/HEEG.htm.
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Chair’s message for Fall 2009

From the Editor

Along with other academic institutions nationwide,
Syracuse has faced financial challenges in many key
areas this year and had to accommodate a University-wide salary freeze. In spite of this, our upper
administration decided to place high priority in ensuring that the positive momentum we have built
will continue in the years ahead. Whereas many
departments cancelled their faculty searches, we
were able to make the three outstanding new appointments that you have seen announced on page
one. Matt LaHaye has just joined us this Fall to set
up a low temperature laboratory for high precision measurements. Stefan
Ballmer and Scott Watson will join the Department in Fall 2010 bringing
new strength to our LIGO group and to theoretical cosmology.

It is my pleasure to have readers write with
their comments. Some of you I remember
from the time I was teaching and advising.
Some of you were students before I joined the
faculty back in 1963. That was when the
Physics Department was still in Steele Hall.
Physics moved into its present building in
1968. So, most of you come after that move.
But, I certainly enjoy hearing from you and I
try to recognize you and to place you in
classes I taught. So, do keep writing and include pictures. If I don’t recognize you, someone will. If you earned
a PhD, we want to know what careers you have or have had. If you
earned a BA or BS, we want to know whether or how your study of
physics helped you in your career or outside of your career.

I am pleased to report that the economy has not affected in any way the
continued academic and research successes of our faculty and students.
We proudly awarded 17 bachelor degrees at 2009 Commencement. Two
of our graduates were selected for some of the highest honors that the
University bestows on its graduating class: Gavin Hartnett was one of
twelve University Scholars and Avi Hameroff was one of the three Class
Marshals for the College of Arts & Sciences. Avi was also selected to
deliver the senior address at the 2009 College Convocation and made us
all proud.
The graduate program remains excellent. Four students completed their
doctoral work this year and moved on to excellent postdoctoral positions.
Koloina Randrianarivony received a doctoral prize from the College of
Arts & Sciences. With the recent growth in our research activities and
sponsored funding basis, we find ourselves keen on attracting more
graduate students. Our graduate admission committee headed by Tomasz
Skwarnicki has worked hard towards this goal this year. I am happy to
report that we have welcomed a strong incoming class of eighteen new
graduate students this Fall, perhaps the largest in my twenty-two years at
Syracuse. Another testament to the strength of our graduate program is
that Professor Mark Bowick was awarded the 2009 William Wasserstrom Prize for the Teaching of Graduate Students. Many of you took the
time to write moving supporting letters for Prof. Bowick’s nomination
and I thank you. Finally, our graduate students excel well beyond academics, as demonstrated this year by Collin Capano who was a recipients of an Unsung Hero Award at the 24th Annual Martin Luther King
Jr. Celebration held January 18, 2009, at the Carrier Dome.
The scholarly and research achievements by our faculty are simply too
numerous to list here (but see page 4 for details). I would like to mention
here that Alan Middleton has agreed to serve this year as Associate Chair
for the Department and wish to personally thank him for this. We are
also proud of the many recent accomplishments of our alumni, old and
new, which are described on page 6.
It is with great sadness that I have to report that Martin Pomerantz (SU
’37) passed away last September. Martin, his wife Molly and their children Marty and Jane, had recently made a large donation to our department and endowed the Martin A. Pomerantz, ’37 Professorship in Physics and the Molly B. Pomerantz Fellowship in Physics. Martin and his
family have been incredibly generous to our department and Martin’s
memory will stay with all of us. A nice obituary of Martin Pomerantz
appeared on page B - 3 of the November 2, 2008, San Francisco Chronicle and can be found online.
Please continue to write to us throughout the year. Let us know what you
are doing and what you would like to see featured in the Newsletter.

In this issue of PHYSICS MATTERS, we report on two major expenditures from the General Departmental Gift Fund. You will note that
the Department has been enriched by bringing students from Africa to
the USA for graduate study they could not have in their home countries. Undergraduate teaching has also been enriched by the purchase
of equipment for the Advanced Laboratory. Professor Britton
Plourde, in charge of that laboratory, has created interesting lab experiments.
Pay special attention to the honors won by 2009 graduates, honors
won by alumni, as well as the achievements of the faculty and students. These are difficult times, but it is an exciting time in physics
research. Building on our activity, three appointments have been
made which span the departmental interests.
Finally, special thanks goes to Penny Davis whose imagination and
patience makes this Newsletter pleasant to look at and interesting to
read.

Focus on the Staff—Sam Sampere
Our lab manager, Sam Sampere, received his BS
Physics degree from LeMoyne College in 1986,
and his MS Physics from SUNY Binghamton on
1989 with research on the magnetic and structural
properties of graphite intercalation compounds.
After finishing an internship at Bell Laboratories,
Sam went to Bellcore where he became an expert
at depositing thin films. An opportunity to build a
brand new thin film lab and clean room for studying advanced thin film photonic devices attracted
Sam to the University of Toledo. Working in an
academic setting allowed him to explore his interests in physics education.
Sam joined our department in 1994 as the instructional lab manager.
He is responsible for building, maintaining, and documenting our
lecture demonstrations. In this connection he has supported Allen
Miller in his outreach to high school teachers. He became a member of
the American Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT), and 3 years
later, was elected to the presidential cycle of the Physics Instructional
Resource Association (PIRA), an AAPT affiliated organization. Sam
has organized numerous demonstration shows at national AAPT meetings including the meeting he hosted here in Syracuse in 2006. He has
also organized many Lecture Demonstration and make-and-take workshops at AAPT national meetings. Most recently (2008), he was
named chair of the AAPT Committee on Apparatus.
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Faculty News
Mark Bowick has been awarded the Wasserstrom Prize for graduate teaching. This Prize, with a cash award, is given annually by the College of Arts & Sciences. It was established in memory of Professor William Wasserstrom, formerly in the Department of English, who had outstanding success as a graduate seminar leader, research and dissertation director, and advisor
and role model for graduate students. Thus, the award recognizes a scholar “whose work is characterized by its originality
and distinctive character; having an outstanding record of effective training of graduate students; and actively participating in
the intellectual and institutional life of the University, college and department”. According to his students, he is an inspiring
and dedicated mentor.
Britton Plourde was
voted Best Physics
Professor by the graduating class of 2009.
Britton is part of a consortium from several
universities, headed by
a group at the Univ. of
Wisconsin, which has
been awarded a five year grant from
IARPA (Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity) to develop
improved materials for high performance superconducting phase and flux
qubits. The SU portion is $1.274M over
the five-year period.

Eric Schiff has
been working with
a local company,
Antek, Inc.. Antek
is seeking venture
capital to support
commercialization
of a technology for
siliconheterostructure solar cells that
started in Schiff's lab as Weining
Wang's doctoral thesis. Wang is now
a postdoc working on organic solar
cells with Prof. Neal Armstrong at
the Univ. of Arizona. Schiff's lab
and Antek were brought together
under a seed funding arrangement
through the Syracuse Center of Excellence in Environmental and Energy Systems.

Edward Lipson, with colleagues from other departments, will seek innovative methods of revitalizing urban centers. The Syracuse Entrepreneurial Ecosystem
Development (SEED) project offers one such vision by
seeking to develop technologies to support a prototype
of an urban farm for multi-ethnic communities on the
city’s Near West Side, will establish the preferred crops
and farm program that meets community needs and
desires and it will incubate the SEED technologies and businesses.

Martin Forstner and Cristina Marchetti , with
colleagues from the SU Biomaterials Institute and
SUNY Upstate Medical University, will study regenerative medicine which seeks to regenerate damaged tissues and organs and to develop therapies for
previously untreatable diseases, such as heart disease, osteoporosis, and spinal cord injuries. This
research is co-funded by the two institutions.

Tomasz Skwarnicki was selected as the 2008
Pole of the Year by the Polish Scholarship
Fund. The Polish Scholarship Fund, which
nominates the Pole of the Year, is a local organization that raises money for college scholarships awarded to talented local students. Educating people about opportunities for exciting
careers in science fits their mission well.
Tomasz and his wife Margaret celebrated by
inviting the faculty to a Polish dinner at their home. Tomasz
cooked.

Sheldon Stone has been elected to the US
LHC Users Executive Committee. As one of
the six elected members of the this committee, he will share the important responsibility of representing the US scientific community at the LHC.

Professor Emeritus Fritz Rohrlich has
been named OutStanding Referee of the
Physical Review and Physical Review Letters journals of 2009.

Allen Miller has received a grant of $250
from the APS Committee on Informing the
Public in support of outreach activities. Allen’s project is a make-and-take workshop in
which participant high school physics teachers will construct a "crossbow" and arrow for
a conservation-of-energy laboratory. The workshop will be
part of an ongoing series for high school physics teachers of
the Central New York area conducted with the cooperation of
the Physics Department.
Alan Middleton has agreed
to serve as Associate Chair
for one year. In this position he will be responsible
for supervising most of the
educational components of
the Department’s day-today administration. Alan
has also been invited to
serve as a core faculty
member of the Renee
Crown University Honors Program.

Gianfranco Vidali is a collaborator in the recently
NASA funded proposal supporting the Univ. of Hawaii's Astrobiology Institute team investigating the
origin, history and distribution of water and its relation to life in the Universe (http://
www.ifa.hawaii.edu/UHNAI/).
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What is Dark Matter Made Of? - Richard Schnee
Everything on Earth is made of atoms, with essentially all of the mass in the form of protons and neutrons. Surprisingly,
atoms appear to be quite unusual in the universe, making up about 5% of the universe’s energy density and only15% of the
gravitationally interacting matter. Most of the universe is in a form of matter that cannot be seen and isn't made of protons
and neutrons -- or any other known particles.
The evidence for dark matter comes from the need for more than the visible mass to bind galactic clusters, to explain the
motion of stars distant from the center of the Milky Way, to describe the lensing of light by galaxies, and by the requirements from the observations of the cosmic microwave radiation. This matter is very weakly interacting with the matter of
the standard theory, but massive for the gravitational interaction. Therefore, one looks for these weakly interacting massive
particles, WIMPs.
Source: Stephen Satori

Since the universe, shortly after the Big Bang, was much hotter and denser than it is now, particles in the early universe
had enough energy to produce any possible particle, including WIMPs. Because WIMPs are weakly interacting, many
WIMPs would never, in the entire history of the universe, interact with another particle, and would still be around to-

day.
If WIMPs are the dark matter, Earth is moving through a sea of WIMPs, millions would be passing through us each second. Occasionally, one
of these might interact, leaving a detectable signal. Unfortunately, the expected interaction rate of
the weakly interacting WIMPs is lower than 1 event per kilogram of target material per week. It is
an enormous challenge to detect such a low rate because radioactivity all around us produces far
more interactions (the radioactivity in each of our bodies produces 40 million radioactive decays per
day).
Our group works on the world’s leading WIMP-search experiment, the Cryogenic Dark Matter
Search, (CDMS) which takes place in the Soudan Mine in northern Minnesota. CDMS detectors are
sophisticated hockey pucks of semiconductor material with thousands of tiny sensors on the detector
surfaces. The detectors are cooled to four hundredths of a degree above absolute zero so they can
detect the heating produced by a WIMP interaction. A comparison of the amount of heat to the
amount of ionization, with careful timing, allows a WIMP interaction to be distinguished from an
interaction of a particle from normal radioactivity. Tests show near-perfect separation of the backgrounds from the WIMP events.
To reduce the background particle interactions in our detectors, the detectors are run deep underground in the Soudan Mine where the cosmic rays that bombard the earth from space won't reach,
surrounded by layers upon layers of ultra-low- radioactivity shielding. Based on data analyzed so
far, we have no evidence of any WIMP interactions, but we have only begun to probe the expected interaction strength of WIMPs. This summer, we will complete the analysis of the past
year’s data taking. If nature has cooperated, we will see a spectacular result of a half-dozen WIMP
Source: CDMS Collaboration
events.
Project manager Dan Bauer installing
the new supertower of detectors.
To gain sensitivity to the most
weakly interacting WIMPs predicted, we must increase the mass of our detector from 10 kg to one
ton. Our group is contributing to research and development towards
the inexpensive fabrication of more massive cryogenic detectors.
We have also begun work on the DEAP/CLEAN program that uses detectors made
of relatively inexpensive liquid argon or neon viewed by light detectors, so fabrication even of a 50-ton detector would not be prohibitively expensive. Yet, discrimination of background interactions appears to be extremely powerful using two
simple techniques. First, reconstruction of the event position should be accurate to
better than 10 cm, allowing rejection of most events coming from the cryostat wall
or outside. Second, rejection of background events based on the timing of the light
signal may be as good as a billion to one.

Illustration by Alan Stonebraker, reprinted from K. van Bibber, Physics 2, 2 (2009).

As different as CDMS and DEAP/CLEAN are as WIMP-search experiments, they yet have a common dominant background, due to radioactivity
A WIMP interaction produces both phonons whose heat
on surfaces. Here at SU, we are working on a prototype for what would be the
causes the superconducting sensors to become resistive and
world’s most sensitive screener of surface radioactivity.
electrons which, in an electric field, drift to the bottom of
the detector for measurement.
Stay tuned; the next 10 years should be a very exciting time!
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Prizes and Awards for Alumni
2009 George E. Pake Prize Recipient
David J. Bishop
The citation for the award reads:
“For his effective leadership of AT&T/
Lucent/Bell Labs research during an especially turbulent time in the telecommunications industry, and for his seminal contributions to low-temperature physics research.”

Source: APS

Dr. David Bishop is currently the CTO/COO
of LGS, the wholly-owned subsidiary of
Alcatel-Lucent dedicated to serving the U.S.
federal government market with advanced
R&D solutions. Previously, he was President
of Government Research & Security Solutions for Bell Labs, Lucent Technologies.

Dr. Bishop joined AT&T-Bell Laboratories Bell Labs in 1978 as a postdoctoral member of staff and in 1979 became a Member of the Technical Staff.
In 1988 he was made a Distinguished Member of the Technical Staff and
later that same year was promoted to Department Head, Bell Laboratories.
Dr. Bishop graduated from Syracuse University in 1973 with a BS in Physics. In 1977 he received an MS and in 1978 a PhD in Physics from Cornell
University.
Biography from LGS and citation from APS.

2007 Lise Meitner prize
Pierre Ramond
Professor Pierre
Ramond (SU PhD
1969), University of
Florida, Gainesville,
and Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, received the 2007
Lise Meitner prize from
the “Fysikcentrum” of
Gothenburg for his
groundbreaking discoveries in theoretical
physics that led to superstring theory.
This made it possible to
construct string theories
with both bosonic and
fermionic degrees of freedom, necessary for describing
elementary particles associated with forces and matter
respectively. A consequence of this formulation was the
discovery of a new type of symmetry, “Supersymmetry”.
This symmetry will be searched for in the "Large Hadron
Collider" (LHC) that will start operating this year at
CERN.
From a release by the University of Florida Department of
Physics.

Sufi Zafar elected APS Fellow
Citation: For her contribution to the understanding of electrical degradation and charge transport mechanisms in high permittivity and SiO2 dielectric thin films, with a focus on advanced CMOS and memory device applications.
Nominated by: Industrial and Applied Physics (FIAP)
Sufi wrote two superb papers about thin film semiconductors and hydrogen that are based on her doctoral
dissertation at Syracuse (1990). These paper are still often cited today, more than 15 years later. She has
established herself as an authority on the electrically insulating films that are crucial to future electronics, and
it is this work that is being honored by Fellowship in the APS. We're very proud of all of Sufi's scientific
accomplishments! At the present time Sufi does research at the IBM T. J. Watson

Gabriela Gonzalez elected APS Fellow
Citation: For her experimental contributions to the field of gravitational wave detection, her leadership in the
analysis of LIGO data for gravitational wave signals, and for her skill in communicating the excitement of physics
to students and the public.
Nominated by: Gravitation (GGR)
Two years ago, the APS awarded Gabriela the Edward A. Bouchet Award for “significant impact on the field of
gravitational wave physics” (http://www.phy.syr.edu/PhysicsMatters/Volume 2/.
Subsequently, she was elected to Fellowship in the APS through the Topological Group on Gravitation. Gabriela
received her PhD in 1995 under Peter Saulson and has since contributed important work to the LIGO collaboration.
Check the above link for more information.
Source: APS
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Trip planners and problems in physics - A. A. Middleton
What could asking Google maps for directions have to do with studying the magnetic properties of solids? Well,
one link is that a physicist might be interested in both topics. The physicist might want to find out the best route
for a road trip, as a problem in everyday life, but might also want to understand better the bizarre behavior of
materials called spin glasses. Spin glasses are solids which can, among other things, exhibit a magnetic
“memory” of the temperatures to which they have been previously exposed. But these two problems have a
deeper link: they are both examples of complex disordered systems. Road networks are clearly complex and
have random elements resulting from geography and history. Magnetic materials can have randomly arranged
atoms and many interacting electrons. Both road networks and random materials have great complexity and so
are challenging to fully understand.
We can study both of these problems by using computers. Computers can be used to execute algorithms that seek
to optimize some quantity, such as the length of a route or the magnetic energy, in a complex system. Research
on optimization problems in complex systems has led to advances based on lively discussions between physicists, who are interested in studying random materials and even complex biological systems, and theoSource: Dwight Thomas
retical computer scientists who might study problems such as efficient transportation.
Creighton Thomas: After the Defense
We are familiar with optimization (that is, maximization and minimization) ideas from advanced undergraduate physics: Soap bubbles are round as they minimize their surface at fixed volume, planets orbit the sun on paths that take the most time to go
from space-time point A to space-time point B, isolated atoms release photons to lower their energy, chemical reactions proceed so as to minimize
the free energy of the components, and so on. In industrial applications, there are many optimization problems that are more complicated: wiring
electronic circuits to pack the most components into a given area, finding the optimal way to distribute communications over the physical wiring for
the internet, scheduling airline flights, or determining the best locations to distribute vaccine to stop an epidemic. The development of computational methods or algorithms to solve such problems has been carried out by computer
scientists and mathematicians for decades. One might say that people in optimization work hard to find the way to use the least effort. In recent times, physicists have found that they can adopt these advanced methods for being lazy to
complex physical materials, where one is trying to minimize some quantity, say
the energy.
From methods developed by theoretical computer scientists, and from insights
gained from studying physical systems, physicists have developed new algorithms for optimization, based on physical concepts. Some of these attempts
have succeeded in finding new methods that are much faster than previous
methods.
Recently, I have been working with undergraduates Carl Goodrich (now at the
University of Pennsylvania) and William Purinton and Sean Sweeney (now
seniors).

A puzzle for our readers: find the negative loop! To study excitations in disordered materials, we construct computer models
of the materials and use computer algorithms to study the
connections within the material. In this simple problem, generated using programs for our latest research, the goal is to find
a loop along the edges, connecting the small gray nodes, such
that the total "cost" is negative. The cost is the sum of the
numbers along the path. For example, the simple path that
includes only the top left square has cost 4+3-2-3 = 2. The challenge is to find the path that has negative cost. Where is it?

Carl and William have been developing efficient computer algorithms for exploring the possible arrangements of particles that are “jammed”: the question
is whether, in these model systems, there is a density where the randomly
packed particles act as a solid, or whether they can flow. Sean has been studying the application of maximum-flow methods, which might be used to find the
maximum flow of information through a set of computers with given connections, or to find the low energy states of magnetic materials. Creighton Thomas, who finished his graduate studies this summer and has just taken up a
postdoctoral appointment with an active computational physicist at Texas
A&M, completed four papers as a student on the application of computational
methods to complex materials. At the APS March Meeting, he won the prize
for the best graduate student talk in nonlinear and statistical physics.
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Undergraduate Awards
Remembrance Scholarship Award
Auyon Ghosh, a senior with a double major in physics and economics has been awarded one of 35 Remembrance
Scholarships for 2009-10. The scholarships were founded as a tribute to-and a means of remembering-the 35 students who were killed in the Dec. 21, 1988, bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland when returning from a semester of study abroad in London and Florence. Remembrance Scholars are chosen in their junior
year through a rigorous and competitive process.
After the fall 2008 term in Madrid with the DIPA program, Auyon entered the Department of Economics Distinction Program. In the Department of Physics, he was a tutor for first year physics students and he carried out research under Liviu Movileanu on single-molecule nanopores. He also worked in the Honors Chemistry lab exploring anti-nasopharyngeal cancer agents.
Auyon was elected A&S College Representative in the Student Association and became Chair of the Committee on Student Affairs. He was a
member of Orange Appeal, a cappela singers, and participated in Light up the Night, Gift of Life Bone Marrow Donation campaign, and street
cleanup programs. Through the Renee Crown Honors Program, of which he was a member, he volunteered to help students at the Levy Middle
School.
On completing his degree work at the end of the 2009-10, he will enter Upstate Medical School to study medicine.

Convocation Speaker
Avi Hameroff capped his senior
year by being selected as one of
three student marshals for the College of Arts and Sciences Convocation on March 9 and then being
further selected to speak for the
graduating students. The principal
criteria for selection as College
Marshal are, in order of importance,
service to the College, the University and the community, and academic achievement.
In his remarks to his fellow students at the Arts and Sciences Convocation, Avi reminded them that
Source: Edward Lipson
they “ have enjoyed some pretty remarkable accomplishments” and then “……never lose the sense of adventure… don’t be shy to get involved in bettering your new communities just as you have already done here”.
Avi, a physics major in SU’s College of Arts and Sciences, carried out
undergraduate research in the area of biophysics. One of his research
projects involved testing a micro-CT scanner under the direction of SU
physics Professor Edward Lipson and Andrzej Krol, associate professor
of radiology at SUNY Upstate Medical University. This past summer
Hameroff worked in the research laboratory of Brian Litt, assistant professor of neurology and bioengineering at the Mahoney Institute of Neurological Sciences, University of Pennsylvania, on a project to develop
an implantable device that could be used to detect and prevent epileptic
seizures. In addition, Avi was also a student coordinator of the Percy
Hughes Magnet Elementary School Mentoring Program. Avi is attending University of Maryland Medical School.

University Scholar
Gavin Hartnett, a Goldwater scholar
for 2008-09 (PHYSICS MATTERS
V3, 2008), was honored on May 9 at
the Arts & Science Convocation by
being selected as a University
Scholar, the highest form of academic
recognition SU bestows on students
graduating with a baccalaureate degree. A group of 8 to 12 academically outstanding graduating seniors
are designated each year as Syracuse
University Scholar, selected by a
University-wide faculty committee
from candidates nominated by the
schools and colleges.

Source: Edward Lipson

Gavin graduated with a double degree in Math and Physics. His
research experiences involved both theoretical and experimental
physics. In the summer after his freshman year he worked on modified gravity with Mark Trodden (now at University of Pennsylvania). The following year he did analysis of simulated gravitational waves with Peter Saulson. Following up on his work with
Mark Trodden, in the summer of 2007, Gavin worked at Cornell
University with Prof. Rachel Bean and Prof. David Chernoff on
theoretical topics related to dark energy – needed to explain the
observed accelerated expansion of our universe and dark matter –
needed to explain the binding of galaxies. This work was supported
by an NSF grant for Research with Undergraduates. His Capstone
Project for the Renee Crown Honors Program, was on topological
defects of condensed matter, with Professors Mark Bowick and
Christina Marchetti as advisors. Gavin has just begun his graduate
work in physics at the University of California at Santa Barbara.
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Numerical and Relativity Data Analysis 2008 Conference
Today, we are poised to study two of the most dramatic predictions of Einstein’s theory of general relativity: gravitational waves and black holes. Data from the first year of observations from the Laser Interferometer Gravitational
Wave Observatory (LIGO, PHYSICS MATTERS, V3, 2008) has been analyzed and simulations have been performed with spinning black holes and binaries of unequal mass ratios. As we prepare to enter the age of gravitational-wave astronomy it is crucial to strengthen the collaboration among the scientists analyzing data from gravitational-wave detectors and those studying the strong field phenomena our detectors will observe. The Numerical
Relativity and Data Analysis 2008 (NRDA 2008) conference brought together scientists from these fields, to continue to strengthen the interactions developed at other such conferences.
The focus of this conference was gravitational-wave science of binaries consisting of compact objects (black holes
and neutron stars) in ground-based gravitational wave detectors. Topics covered
included: black hole simulations, searches for gravitational waves from bursts,
compact binaries and ringdowns, simulations of neutron star-black hole and
double neutron star binaries, errors, calibration and accuracies in detection and
parameter estimation, comparison of post-Newtonian theory with results from
results from numerical relativity and a summary of the status of the Numerical
INJection Analysis (NINJA) project. The program consisted of a mixture of
longer invited talks and shorter contributed talks. Time was allocated for breakout discussion sessions in the afternoon.
The conference was organized by a six member committee: three scientists with
expertise in numerical relativity and three with expertise in gravitational-wave
data analysis. The National Science Foundation awarded Syracuse University $5000 to help fund the travel
costs of graduate students attending the conference.

Soft Active Matter: From Granular Rods to Flocks, Cells
Soft materials are remarkable in that they have both solid-like and fluid-like properties. For example, a concentrated cornstarch solution acts as a solid if you tap it quickly. However, the solution flows like a liquid when you stir it slowly with
your hand.
Soft matter becomes active when each individual unit of the material is directly driven by an input of energy. An example is
a dense bacterial suspension, where each microbe uptakes energy by consuming nutrients and propels itself to seek more
food. The suspension acts collectively like a soft material and can self-organize in intricate patterns or assemble in an antibiotic-resistant biofilm. Another example of soft active matter is the complex network of long biopolymers crosslinked by
motor proteins that forms the cytoskeleton of living cells. This soft structure serves as both the skeleton and muscle of the
cell, controlling its shape, motility and response to forces. Collections of locusts or flocks of fish also behave collectively as
soft active matter. Some inanimate systems, such as a layer of mechanically vibrated rods, share the same large-scale behavior.
Thanks to a grant from I2CAM, the NSF-funded International Institute for Complex Adaptive Matter, the SU Physics Department hosted a workshop from May 18-21, 2009, to discuss nonequilibrium collective behavior and locomotion in a variety of active systems. The
workshop brought together approximately 100 senior and junior researchers from many
disciplines to stimulate new interactions and ideas in this rapidly evolving field.
On Tuesday evening, Jean-Francois Joanny (Institut Curie, Paris)
and Jacques Prost (ESPCI, Paris) presented a joint lecture,
“Physics at Work in Cell Biology and Cancer.” The lecture was
free and open to the public as part of the workshop’s outreach
effort. Joanny is the director of the Physical Chemistry unit at the
Institut Curie in Paris, founded in 1909 by Marie Curie and Claudius Regaud. Prost is the general director of the prestigious École Supérieure de Physique et de Chimie Industrielles de la Ville de Paris, or ESPCI. Both are recipients of CNRS
Silver Medals, one of the highest awards in France for scientific research.
The workshop was sponsored in part by the Syracuse Biomaterials Institute, the Physics Department, Blue Highway,
NYSTAR, the journal “Soft Matter,” and the CASE Center. Pictures by Shiladitya Banerjee
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SPS ACTIVITIES - Scott Collison
The Syracuse Chapter of the Society of Physics Students underwent many changes in 2009!!
Advisors changed, from professor Jen Schwarz to professor Richard Schnee. Scott Collison
took the reigns from Jessica McIver, President for two years, along with officers Tim Kelly,
Tom Goldstein, Herbie Germain, and Beynan Ransom.
Early in the spring semester, Professor Edward Lipson of the physics department and Professor Craig Waters from the Whitman school spoke to a record SPS crowd about their SEED
project and entrepreneurship. The interdisciplinary lecture went over well, leading two students to accept summer work with Lipson on the project.
Jason Laska, a founding member of the club, stopped in for a meeting to discuss what life
after an undergraduate physics experience can look like. He gave valuable encouragement,
and helped flesh out what the club’s founders had in mind. Jason is currently an Application
Development Specialist for CIGNA.
While MayFest changed names, the SPS contribution to the day remained the same. A few
club members decided to forgo the Euclid festivities to spend a day on the quad mixing up
cornstarch and water and explaining the neat physics of non-Newtonian fluids to passersby.
Kids and adults alike looked on with shock when Goldstein incredibly skipped across the
kiddie pool of the mixture, showing the fluid’s variable viscosity. The fun and fascinating
demonstration fit nicely into the academic vision for SU Showcase.
A small representation of the club, the graduating seniors, met at Lynn Metcalf’s house for a barbeque and to present Professor Britton Plourde
with the new honor of Class of 2009 Physics Professor Award.
In the fall of 2009, SPS hopes to encourage community among physics majors, host lectures about current research, and serve as a conduit
between undergrads and the rest of the department. A centralized posting of undergraduate research opportunities is in the works, along with a
refreshed vision for science cafe events and science outreach activities for the community.

THE JOY OF SAX
As part of the Tuesday Night Lecture series, Professor Robert Pompi of Binghamton University,
brought his saxophone and members of THE
CELEBRATION BAND to Stolkin Auditorium
for an evening discussion of wind instruments
and music featuring the saxophone. Professor
Pompi reviewed the relation between tube length
and wave length and how the stops changed
the wave length. Then the band played some
Professor Robert Pompi
jazz and blues. The audience was enthusiastic
and the music was hot. The band consists of Don Bullis, guitar; Mike Cieply,
bass; Chris Jones, drums, and our own Sam Sampere on a second saxophone.

Drums – Chris Jones,
Guitar – Don Bullis,
Bass – Mike Cieply,
Sam, Prof Pompi

Astronaut Fred Gregory
honors Avi Hameroff
Hall of Fame Astronaut Fred Gregory visited Syracuse University, September 25, 2008 to present a
$10,000 scholarship to Avi Hameroff a senior in the
Department of Physics (see page 8). The scholarship
is given by the Astronaut Scholarship Foundation
(see Physics Matter 3). Following the presentation,
Gregory gave a talk with slides and film describing
his life as an
Astronaut. He
piloted the
Challenger in
1985 and in
two following
trips he was
Commander.
In 2004, he
was inducted
into the Astronaut Hall of
Fame.

Source: NASA
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Jessica McIver, Summer
2008
In the summer of 2008, Jessica McIver, a
senior physics major, participated in an
NSF Research Experience for Undergraduates program at the University of Washington under the guidance of Professor Jens
Gundlach. Her project was related to the
Laser Interferometer Space Antenna
(LISA) which is expected to be launched into space in 2018. Like
LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational Observatory), LISA is
fundamentally a Michaelson Interferometer whose arms in space will
be 5x106 kilometers. Her experiment used a torsion pendulum that
simulated the small scale interactions between the LISA test masses/
mirrors and the interior of the spacecraft. The experiment showed
that UV light could be used to control excess charge on a surface
comparable to that of the actual test masses. Future applications of
this experiment would be to use UV light to generate a feedback
system that could keep a surface with the same work function as the
test masses at a stable charge level.
Jessica is doing graduate work in physics at UMass Amherst.

Koloina Randrianarivony
Arts & Sciences Dissertation Prize

Koloina Randrianarivony was awarded an
A&S Prize for his dissertation at the at
the doctoral dinner and hooding ceremony on Friday May 8. In his research,
he measured the absolute branching fractions of Ds semileptonic decays where the
hadron in the final state is one of several
mesons. These branching fractions include the first measurements of Cabibbo
suppressed exclusive Ds semileptonic decays and the first evidence
of a semileptonic decay including a scalar meson in the final state.
These results can provide interesting information on several aspects
of heavy quark decays.
Koloina is a Research Associate on the ATLAS project at Carleton
University.

Collin Capano Receives Unsung Hero Award
Graduate student Collin Capano was a recipients of an Unsung Hero Award at the 24th Annual Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration held
Sunday, January 18, at the Carrier Dome.
Collin was recognized for his role, as an undergraduate, in founding and leading A Men's Issue (AMI) a student group that strives to dispel
negative sexual stereotypes by leading discussions of what it means to be a male in a society
where sexual violence is prevalent. Capano has
also gone on two winter break trips to New
Orleans-in 2006 and 2008-to help in recovery/
rebuilding efforts after Hurricane Katrina. In
May 2008, he went to Botswana with Hendricks
Chapel to help build a school for children
Source: Stephen Satori
orphaned by AIDS. On each trip, Capano
did more than just rebuild—he worked to connect with the persons
affected.

Source: LISA Collaboration

Torsion balance for measuring mirror forces

Collin is known for his exemplary and persistent work as student and
researcher and as one of the best and a most caring Teaching Assistant.

FoxTrot © 1999 Bill Amend. Reprinted by permission of Universal Press Syndicate. All rights reserved.
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Undergraduate Research Day - Duncan Brown
Research experience is often a strong factor in an undergraduate's decision to pursue a career in physics. Undertaking an experimental or theoretical project outside
of the classroom gives students their first taste of the broader world of physics and
sharing their experience with others can inspire a long-term enthusiasm for science. To this end, the Syracuse Physics Department hosted its third Undergraduate
Research Day and Open House on November 19, 2008. This event is aimed at
bringing together undergraduate students and giving them the opportunity to present their work to their peers. Attendance this year was very strong with over 30
students participating. Students and faculty came from a variety of universities
within driving distance of Syracuse to participate in the day's activities. The meeting provided a forum for these undergraduates to present a summary of their research projects, offered them a unique opportunity to meet other undergraduate
physics majors, and also introduced them to cutting-edge research in the Physics
Department at Syracuse University. Fourteen students presented 15 minute-long
talks and a poster session during lunch provided a unique opportunity for the students to meet other physics majors engaged in research. Students presenting talks
and posters came from SUNY Binghamton, Rochester Institute of Technology,
Syracuse University and Colgate University. Also attending were physics majors
from University of Massachusetts Amherst and Onondaga Community College.
The talks were impressive in breadth and depth, covering such diverse topics as
biophysics, gravitational-wave astrophysics, experimental and theoretical condensed matter physics, medical physics, computational physics and high-energy
physics. From Syracuse, Peter Zimmerman presented his study of eccentricity in
searches for gravitational waves from compact binaries, Avi Hameroff spoke on
measuring doses to small animals in micro-computed tomography, Jessica
McIver presented an experiment to
control charging in the Laser Interferometer Space Antennae and Gavin
Hartnett discussed his study of spiral
patterns in liquid crystals. Ian Ruchlin presented a poster describing his
analysis of veto pulse traces, Harold
Germain's poster discussed excitability in cardiac cells and Carl Goodrich
contributed a poster on non-hermitian
propagation techniques in a multiresolution wavelet basis.
In addition to the student talks the
organizing committee (consisting of Duncan Brown, Liviu Movileanu and Richard Schnee) organized tours of the laboratory and computing facilities in the department. Interspersed throughout the
day were talks from Syracuse faculty on the department's research activities, including: Science at
the edge: The Challenge of Biomembranes, Martin Forstner; Beauty as a Probe for New Physics at
the Large Hadron Collider, Steve Blusk; Making SuperAtoms with Soft Matter, Mark Bowick; and
Catching a gravitational wave, Duncan Brown. The day concluded with a dinner at the Goldstein
Alumni & Faculty Center.

Here’s my news...
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________________________________________________
Home phone ______________________ Work phone__________________________ Email ____________________________
Or email news to physmatt@phy.syr.edu
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Your Money at Work
On the last page you find a request for
contributions to various funds of the
Physics Department. Most of those funds
are targeted for specific purposes. The
use of the General Department Gift Fund
is left at the discretion of the Department
Chair, in consultation with other faculty.
This past year, two major expenditures
were made from this fund and PHYSICS
MATTERS wishes to let you know how
it was used.
During the spring of 2008, our current
Department Chair, Cristina Marchetti,
was invited to visit the University of Stellenbosch, South Africa. During this trip
she also visited the African Institute of
Mathematical Sciences (AIMS) in Cape
Town. The Institute was funded some
years ago to offer one year of postgraduate training to selected students from all
over Africa and to promote science and
mathematics in Africa. It is a selfcontained residential center with computer, library and lecturing facilities. In
the course of her visit, Cristina met several students. She was deeply impressed
by their enthusiasm and love for learning
and encouraged them to apply to Syracuse for graduate studies. Several stuMap from Go2Africa.com
dents did so and three were admitted.
The three individually wrote back that
they would like to accept the appointments, but did not have the funds to travel to Syracuse from their home countries in Africa. Cristina decided that offering them travel funds would be a good use of the Gift Fund. Adolphe Kazadi Badiambile from the Congo, Eleni Kinfe Degaga from Ethiopia, and Ibrahim Nsanzineza from Rwanda arrived in August 2008. They have now completed one year of graduate work,
and passed the Departmental qualifying examination this fall. Adolphe and Eleni are working on projects with Martin Forstner and Ibrahim is
working in Britton Plourde’s lab as part of his Graduate Lab independent project.
The last issue, PHYSICS MATTERS reported on the
increased number of Physics Majors and the concurrent
increase in the enrollment in the Advanced Laboratory.
Prof. Britton Plourde has been developing new projects
to provide opportunities for exploring new areas of experimental physics. Previously the Department purchased a pulsed NMR apparatus from TeachSpin, a Buffalo-based company. This year a Modern Interferometry
apparatus was purchased from TeachSpin. This system
has an optical breadboard arrangement consisting of
lasers, beam-splitters, steering mirrors, precision stages
for the end mirrors, and photodetectors. Students can
combine these components to build and explore various
interferometer configurations, including Michelson,
Sagnac, and Mach-Zehnder arrangements. The subwavelength sensitivity available from the interferometers
allows for a wide range of precision experiments including detecting magnetostriction in a nickel rod, observing
the deformation in a piezoelectric material, and measuring the index of refraction of a gas, among many other
possibilities. This system was used successfully by students in the advanced lab at Syracuse for the first time in the spring 2009 semester. This interferometry apparatus was purchased using
generous funding gifts to the department from alumni.
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Correspondence from Alumni:
Fortunate to have worked as an undergrad lab assistant for Henry Levinstein. Bill Frederickson (sic) was dep't chair and once loaned me balance due on a tuition payment. Paul Gelling was already a living legend
around Steele Hall. Peter Bergman’s (sic) lectures were awesome. After
some military time, did mainly research and development in electrooptics for the army. Now enjoying retirement in Northern VA, wintering in FL.
Dick Bulova
12511 N Lake Ct
Fairfax, VA 22033-4303
703-502-3023 (H)

Dick Bulova BA ‘62
RBULOVA@GMU.EDU

After my BS in Physics at SU in 1967, I got a PhD in Astrophysics at Princeton. From there I shifted into medicine doing all my
Leon Axel BS ‘67
medical training at UCSF, becoming a radiologist. After 20 years Leon.axel@nyumc.org
at U. Penn, I moved to NYU Medical Center 7 years ago. I do
both research and clinical work in my specialty, cardiac MRI;
my physics training is still the basis of my research.
Leon Axel
660 First Ave., Room 411
New York, NY 1001
212-263-6248 (W)
Dear Prof. Goldberg;

9/25/08

I hope this finds you doing well. I am fine and cannot tell you how much I enjoyed
receiving a copy of you newsletter and especially seeing mention of me! Thank You. I
remain sad at the fact the library is no longer there, and was so sorry I could not attend
the farewell as I had to work; but in retrospect it probably was just as well, as it would
have been too emotional for me. I would so appreciate receiving future issues of your
newsletter (the format is great)…. Please say hello to all my friends there in the Physics Department…..I miss all of you!!
Fondly,
Judy Sweenie
sweeniej@sunyocc.edu/jsweenie@twcny.rr.com

Thanks for the "Physics Matters." I enjoyed reading
about all the activities in the Physics dept. There is
an amazing variety of research in the department…
I'm sorry to hear about the closing of the Physics
library…. I knew that I had arrived when I was able
to get a key to the library … The Thursday afternoon "tea" sessions were held there before the colloquia… I was interested in the list of awards … As
a long time yearly contributor to the Henry Levinstein Fellowship. I have often wondered who reAlan MacRae, PhD ‘60 ceived this Fellowship… and what has happened
to the recipients. … publish the names and citations of the recipients of all four of these awards? That might stimulate more
donations. .. publish a description of the people behind these names. ..few (if
any) people in the department now know who Neil F. Beardsley was.… you
listed the names of the PhD recipients... none of these people have ended up in
an industrial setting. Does that mean that industry is not hiring Physics PhDs?
If so, that is tragic - the country needs to have a viable R&D activity in the
companies of the country - that is the primary source of the new ideas where
new products come from.

… I do appreciate the interest…I enjoy reading the
newsletter and also occasionally visit the physics
website. I have enclosed the
picture that you requested.
Thanks,
Sufi

Sufi Zafar, PhD ’90
Sufi Zafar
T.J. Watson Research Center, IBM
1101 Kitchawan Road
Route 134/PO BOX 218
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
Tel : 914-945 3304/ fax : 914-945 2141

Michael King, PhD ‘80
A few weeks ago the Texas
Board of Regents approved
giving me tenure on arrival at
A&M….A&M has two existing research programs within
the Petroleum Engineering
department, that I'll be joining. The MCERI consortium
looks after reservoir characterization research, which
fits my research interests. I'll become co-director with
my friend Akhil Datta-Gupta… BP has been quite good
to release some internal training materials for my use,
which is simplifying the task of putting together a
graduate course.
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Degrees Granted—2009

Bachelors Degrees:

Doctor of Philosophy:
• Koloina Randrianrivony, Research Associate, Carlton University
• Eiichi Hirose, Research Associate, Harvard University
• Luca Giomi, Research Associate, Harvard University/MIT
• Creighton Thomas, Research Associate, Texas A&M University

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Masters:
• Jason Wiggins
Undergraduate Commencement Awards—2009
Neil F. Beardsley Prize—Gavin S. Hartnett
Paul M. Gelling Scholarship—Carl P. Goodrich
Award for Academic Excellence—Avi H. Hameroff, Jessica McIver, Nicholas
A. Lanzillo, Darien P. Mitchell-Tontar, Andrew R. Powers, Gregory J. SalveterTaylor, Peter J. Zimmerman

Contributions can be made to the following:

Seth Chase—Law, Franklin Pierce Law Ctr
Donald Cleary
Schuyler Dutton—Economics, U. Virginia
David Evans
Daniel Fanning
Carl Goodrich—Physics, Penn
Earl Goodwin—Chemistry, Penn
Avi Hameroff—UMD Medical School
Gavin Hartnett—Physics, UCSB
Nick Lanzillo—Physics, RPI
Jessica McIver—Physics, UMass, Amherst
Darien Mitchell-Tontar—Math, SU
Andrew Powers—Chemistry, U. Florida
James Powers—Pilot training, USAF
Greg Salveter-Taylor
Sachiko Toda

_____Henry Levinstein Fellowship Fund—this graduate fellowship is to foster graduate student research with members of
the Physics faculty, based on academic excellence of the nominee and promise of excellence in research.
Henry Levinstein (1919-1986) came to Syracuse University in 1947 and established a laboratory to study the properties of various lead
salts sensitive to the infrared spectrum. He introduced a once a week lecture course on the Physics of Toys which was oversubscribed and overfilled Stolkin Auditorium. Much loved by his students, the Henry Levinstein Fellowship Fund was established by them.

_____William Fredrickson Fund—this undergraduate fund was established to provide a partial tuition scholarship for an
incoming freshman who indicates an interest in physics.
William R. Fredrickson came to Syracuse University in 1928 and was Chairman of the Physics Department from 1939-65. With the end
of World War II, he began to build the department by choosing a faculty with strong interests in research. He was admired for his
warmth and consideration of both the students and faculty. For his 75th birthday, former students, faculty, and university colleagues
contributed funds for the William R. Fredrickson Scholarship Fund.

_____Neil F. Beardsley Prize—an award to an undergraduate physics major, based on outstanding academic achievement and
contributions to the department.
Neil F. Beardsley was not a student at Syracuse University. He was both the monitor at Wright Patterson Air Force Base of some of the
research carried out in Henry Levinstein’s laboratory and a contributor to that research. When he died in 1962, friends and colleagues
raised the funds to establish the Neil F. Beardsley Memorial Award whose undergraduate awardee would be selected by the Syracuse
University Physics faculty.

_____Paul M. Gelling Fellowship Fund—a memorial scholarship fund made to an outstanding undergraduate physics major
based on outstanding achievement.
Paul Gelling was a long time jack-of-all-trades in the department from 1949-84. He set up the demonstrations, printed laboratory manuals, constructed laboratory space, and generally took care of the building. When he died in 1984, his children, Paul D. and Susan Gelling and Mary Gelling Merritt, recognized Paul’s identification with and devotion to the department by establishing the Paul M. Gelling
Fellowship.

_____General Department Gift Fund
Checks should be made out to Syracuse University with an indication of the selected fund, and sent to:
Chair, Department of Physics, Syracuse University, 201 Physics Building, Syracuse, NY 13244-1130.

Syracuse
University
Department of Physics
201 Physics Building
Syracuse, NY 13244-1130

Physics Matters
Physics Matters is published by the
Department of Physics of Syracuse
University for its students, alumni
and friends to inform them about the
department and to serve as a channel
of communication. Readers with
comments or questions are urged to
send them to Department of Physics,
Syracuse University, 201 Physics
Building, Syracuse, NY 13244-1130.
Fax to 315-443-9103. Email to
physmatt@phy.syr.edu.
http://www.phy.syr.edu
http://phy.syr.edu/PhysicsMatters/
index.html

